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Abstract. This paper argues that there are four levels of requirements engineer-
ing for and in a dynamic adaptive system: (1) by humans, for the general behavior
of the system, (2) by the system itself, whenever it is adapting based on changes
to its environment, (3) by humans, to decide when, how, and where the system is
to adapt, and (4) by humans, doing research about adaptive systems.

1 Overview

Recently, a significant amount of effort has been devoted to developing technologies to
support dynamic adaptive systems (DASs) [e.g., 1–3]. A DAS is a computer-based sys-
tem (CBS) that is capable of recognizing that the environment with which it shares an
interface has changed and that is capable of changing its behavior to adapt to the chang-
ing conditions. Much of the interest in DASs is motivated by the increasing demand for
pervasive, mobile, and autonomic computing.

1.1 Motivation

We had noticed that RE is alwaysabout input and responses. That is, RE determines
(1) the kinds of input a system may be presented and (2) the system’s responses to
these inputs. A DAS,S, is doing RE at run time. That is,S is determining,as it is
executing, (1) the kinds of inputS may be presented and (2)S’s responses to these
inputs. However, this run-time RE is not theonly RE done aboutS. Humans are doing
lots of RE aboutS and aboutS’s own RE! Based on this thinking, we characterize the
various REs that are taking place for and in DASs.

1.2 Adapt-Ready Systems

Let SAR (“AR” for “adapt-ready” [4]) be a DAS operating on domainD (i.e., its input
space). AtargetprogramSi of SAR is a program exhibiting one of the behaviors that



SAR can adopt after adapting.Si’s domain isDi, and the set of all target programs
supported bySAR isS. Let the initial target program ofSAR be calledS0. Each indexi
should be regarded as a name for some target program. The only semantics that can be
derived from the numerical order of the indices is the time history of target programs.

1.3 Four Levels of RE

This note argues that there are four levels of requirements engineering (RE) coming
into play for and inSAR. They are listed in order of increasing metaness; that is, Level
j + 1 RE makes decisions about the subject matter of Levelj RE. The level indices
do not indicate the order of occurrence. Of course, other decompositions into levels are
possible.

1. Level 1 RE is that done by humans for all the target programs inS, to determineDi

for eachSi ∈ S andSi’s reaction to each input inDi. System invariants, which af-
fect the other levels, should be identified at this level. (Space considerations prevent
elaboration on this subject [5].)

2. Level 2 RE is that done bySAR during its own execution in order to determine
from the latest input that it must adapt and to determine whichSi ∈ S to adopt.

3. Level 3 RE is that done by humans to determineSAR’s adaptationelements, which
allow SAR to do the adaptation embodied in the Level 2 RE.

4. Level 4 RE is that done by humans to discover adaptation mechanisms in general.

Adaptation elements include detection and monitoring techniques, decision-making
procedures, and adaptive mechanisms.

For a givenSAR, it is possible that the Levels 1, 3, and 4 REs, done by humans,
be done concurrently; that is, the human requirements engineers forSAR will need to
determine the set of target programs, the method for choosing among them, and general
monitoring and adaptation techniques simultaneously in order to produce a coherent
system.

It is possible also that these human-applied RE levels be revisited duringSAR’s life.
That is,SAR may be presented totally unanticipated inputI 6∈ D, such thatSAR’s Level
2 RE fails to adapt. Perhaps,SAR informs the user thatSAR cannot adapt toI. Perhaps,
the user must notice thatSAR is not meeting its requirements. Then, additional Level
1 RE must be done to determine at least one new target program,SI , that hasI in its
domain and that responds correctly toI. Additional Level 3 RE must be done to revise
SAR’s adaptation mechanism so that whenSAR is run again with inputI, SAR does a
new Level 2 RE in order to adapt to the inputI. Perhaps, in addition, some Level 4 RE
should be done to determine better ways to deal with unanticipated input.

2 Example

For example, in the history of the adaptive, assistive e-mail system developed by Fickas
et al [6, 7] to help brain-injured patients improve their social connectedness, one can
see examples of all four levels of RE. For each item below, the parenthesized list gives
the sections of reference [7] describing the item’s RE level.



– Level 1 RE is the work done by Fickaset al to determine all possible e-mail features
and user interfaces (UIs) to be supported by any version of the e-mail system for a
cognitively disabled person. (Outermost Section 5 and Section 5.5)

– Level 3 RE is the work done by Fickaset al to determine the categories of users
to be helped by the system, how to recognize a user’s category by his or her input,
and the appropriate collection of features for each category of user. This RE was
done by a combination of interviews of patients and analysis by caretaking experts
and computing experts; patient goals were matched to skills need to achieve them
and then to features requiring those skills. Doing this RE led to (1) the discovery
of the need for e-mail features and UIs not anticipated in the previous Level 1 RE
effort and (2) the invention of these additional e-mail features and UIs, i.e., some
additional Level 1 RE. (Sections 5.1, 5.4, and 5.5)

– Level 2 RE is the work done during runs of the e-mail system, as it monitors a
user’s input and determines when it is time to change the e-mail system’s UI and
behavior to appear to the user as a new e-mail program. If the e-mail system cannot
adapt to a user or Fickaset al determine that the user’s e-mailing is deteriorating
or that the user is behaving in unanticipated ways that are not detected by the run-
time monitoring, then Fickaset al intervene and do more Level 1 and Level 3 RE,
especially that involving personal interviews of the patient. (Sections 5.2 and 5.3)

– Level 4 RE is all the research done by Fickaset aland others [8, 9] in requirements
satisfaction monitoring and adaptation, requirements deferment, personal and con-
textual RE, etc., i.e., what Fickaset aldescribe and cite in their papers [6, 7]. (Sec-
tion 5.5 and References)

Note that in this example and in general, Level 3 RE will happen before Level 2 RE
simply because it is Level 3 RE that determines the Level 2 RE thatSAR does during
its execution.

While in any givenSAR the boundaries between Levels 1, 2, and 3 RE are precise,
in a history of versions ofSAR, as the human requirements engineers understand better
the adaptations that need to be made, work may shift from Levels 1 and 3 RE, done by
humans, to Level 2 RE, done by the next version ofSAR.

3 Levels of RE

3.1 Level 1

Level 1 RE resembles the traditional RE that is done for any CBS. This RE involves

1. eliciting and analyzing information about the domainD of SAR,
2. deciding the set of all features of any target program to be adopted bySAR and

their functionalities,
3. deciding the set of all target programs to be adopted bySAR and their functionali-

ties, and
4. specifying the functionalities of all target programs presented bySAR.

A wide variety of standard methods are available for this RE [e.g., 10–12].



3.2 Level 2

Level 2 RE is whatSAR does when it gets input not in the domain of its current target
program.SAR must determine which target program inS it should adopt next. That this
behavior is RE can be seen if one considers whatSAR is doing. SupposeSAR currently
has adopted the target programSi, and its current inputI is not inDi. Then,SAR
effectively

1. determines fromI how its new domainDi+1 differs fromDi,
2. determines which of its target programs,Si+1, to adopt next, and
3. modifies its own behavior to adoptSi+1 as its current target program.

Of course,SAR must have some monitoring code to keep track of environmental
changes as reflected in its input.SAR must have code that determines which of its
target programs to adopt as a function of detected environmental changes. Finally,SAR
must have somewhere in its code, for each target programSj , either the code forSj or
code to find the code forSj , e.g., in a library.

3.3 Level 3

Level 3 RE is probably the most difficult to achieve because it requires assessing what
SAR should do at the meta level, that is, how can we makeSAR do its Level 2 RE.
Level 3 RE involves figuring outhowto getSAR to

1. determine fromI how its new domainDi+1 differs fromDi,
2. determine which of its target programs,Si+1, to adopt next, and
3. modify its own behavior to adoptSi+1 as its current target program.

Doing this RE requires having determined program-testable correspondences to en-
vironmental changes that trigger adaptation. The requirements engineers will have to
explore representations for

1. the possible new domains with their corresponding environmental conditions,
2. the possible adaptive reactions to new inputs, and
3. the testable conditions under which each new adaptive reaction is to be applied.

By “representation”, we allow any scheme from which specific adaptive reactions can
be derived, perhaps by instantiation, parameter application, mapping, reconfiguration
[6, 7], table lookup, recomposition of new components [1], formula or specification
generation, etc.

3.4 Level 4

Level 4 RE is essentially the research into adaptation mechanisms. Adaptation mecha-
nisms have been developed for the application level [e.g., 4, 13–15], middleware [e.g.,
16–20], and operating systems [e.g., 21, 22].



4 Another Example

Martin Feather describes a degenerate case of an adaptive tool that he has written for
himself as the only user. He has insertedassertstatements into the code of the tool. Each
such assert statement causes a run-time break when its logical expression evaluates to
false. Each such assert statement is, in effect, a requirement specification describing an
assumed property of the tool’s input or of a value calculated by the tool in response
to some input. Often, the violation of an assumption points to a requirements change;
he is using the tool in a way he had not anticipated and to which the existing code
is not prepared to respond in a reasonable way. Occasionally, the violation indicates a
feature interaction he did not anticipate. In either case, Feather reacts by analyzing the
situation and deciding on new behavior. He implements the new behavior by manually
modifying the code. He modifies also the assert statements to reflect the environmental
assumptions.

In this case, nearly all of the RE in each of the four levels is done by Feather, the
user–implementer himself. The only exception is the part of Level 2 RE that detects
that the current input is not in the tool’s current domain and that it is time to change the
tool’s behavior. The rest of Level 2 RE is done off line by Feather. The result is that the
Level 3 RE is rather trivial, as it involves only figuring out the logical expressions of
the assert statements that monitor requirements changes.

5 Yet Another Example

The third example is the ultimate DAS, Commander Data, of Star Trek: Next Gener-
ation [23, 24]. Although Data is a fictional character, he was conceived and written to
life by technically savvy writers who managed to infuse enough consistency in his be-
haviors and abilities that it is possible to see how his behaviors and abilities could be
programmed, given sufficiently powerful computers. Of course, current technological
limitations preclude Data’s existence in any but the far distant future!3 The four levels
of RE in and for Data are:

– Level 1 RE is that done by Noonian Soong, Data’s inventor and builder, for the
general behavior of all of his androids, including Data

– Level 2 RE is that done by Data when he recognizes a situation not covered by
his current programming and past learning: He simulates at positronic computer’s
speed all sorts of randomly generated scenarios commencing with the current situa-
tion; he chooses and remembers the one with the best outcome; call this simulation
followed by rememberingadaptation and learning

– Level 3 RE is that done by Noonian Soong to determine how Data adapts and learns
– Level 4 RE is the research done by Noonian Soong to improve Data and other

androids, e.g., to devise an emotion chip

This classification of the RE involved in DASs and this classification of the levels
of RE in the fictional ultimate DAS highlight the fundamental barrier that must be

3 If Moore’s law continues to hold for the next 250 years, Data might just be possible!



conquered before DASs can become truly adaptable. Since for the foreseeable future,
software is not able to think and be truly intelligent and creative, the extent to which
a DAS SAR can adapt is limited by the extent to which the adaptation analyst can
anticipate the domain changes to be detected and the adaptations to be performed. This
limit is called theenvelope of adaptability. This envelope thus determines the domainD
of SAR and the setS of target programs ofSAR. This envelope of adaptability cannot
exceed our own adaptability. While we are adaptable, we do not know how we are
adaptable, and thus we cannot program software to be evenas adaptable as we are.
Therefore,SAR will always be less adaptable than we are.

In other words, it is not likely that we will be able to implement any time soon,
the easy adaptability that we see in the android Data onStar Trek Next Generationand
the holographic doctor onStar Trek Voyager. Moreover, this adaptability cannot happen
until and unless we humans understand enough about our own thinking that we know
how we think, create, and adapt, and can translate that knowledge into software that
truly thinks, creates, and adapts. Of course, a clear topic for Level 4 RE, i.e., research,
is how an autonomic or adapt-ready system can adapt to unanticipated domain changes
on the fly without human intervention [25].

6 New Computing Paradigms

Three different computing trends today need to build systems that are dynamically
adaptive:

– autonomic systems: As the phenomenal growth of computers and computer-based
systems (CBSs) outstrips our ability to program, run, and maintain them, CBSs
will have to become more and more self running, i.e. autonomous and able to run
correctly with only minimal high-level instruction from humans [26].

– service-centric systems [27]: In service-centric computing, everything is connected
and “information technology will be provisioned ..., delivered ..., metered ..., man-
aged ... and purchased as a service”. [28].

– GRID systems: The idea of GRID computing is to establish a global grid of com-
puting power by which a user can access computing power independently of where
the user and the computer sit, not unlike the way the electrical power grid allow a
consumer to access electric power independently of where each sits [29].

Each of these trends requires highly dynamic adaptive systems.

7 What’s Next?

As we move forward with decreasing costs for CBSs; with increasing demand for
mobile, heterogeneous, and pervasive computing; and with increasing interest in au-
tonomic systems [e.g., 25, 26], the need for DASs will increase. Currently, much of the
effort has focused on how to make legacy systems adaptive. As we move towards an
adaptive software paradigm, such as for the new computing paradigms of Section 6, we



anticipate that the adaptability envelope will expand since the RE at Level 1 will expand
to include RE at Levels 3 and 4.

As we move into this new era of dynamic adaptation, more attention is needed to
establish the correctness of software, before, during, and after adaptation. Thus far, we
have largely focused on the enabling technologies that provide adaptive capabilities.
We need to step back and ensure that assurance issues are being considered at all 4
levels of RE for DASs. Assurance will contribute also to the decision-making process
for determining when, how, and where adaptations should take place.
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